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DADAY et al. (1973) examined the possibilities of selection for the genetic
improvement of some economic characters of Medicago sativa (L) in different
environments, with a view to applying Hammond's ideas that a character
will be most easily advanced by selective breeding in the environment in
which it is most fully expressed.

Hammond's idea applies to two sets of conditions. When a genotype
is too weak to express itself in the environment in which it is to be used,
but will do so if the frequency of relevant alleles is increased, selection for the
character concerned in circumstances in which the genotype is expressed
will increase gene frequencies to the point where the genes are expressed
in the original environment also. This is essentially the finding of
Waddington's (1952) experiment with crossvein-less in Drosophila melanogaster.
There have been numerous examples published since. A convenient
illustration is the selection for the ability of rabbits to acquire immunity
to myxoma virus. Unselected populations of rabbits exposed to virulent
strains of virus suffered such a high mortality that virtually all infected
rabbits died and hence there was no selection in favour of the better geno-
types. However, when populations are exposed to strains with a case
mortality of 90 per cent or less, survival of the better genotypes rapidly gives
rise to populations in which there is some survival of individuals even after
exposure to the more virulent strains (Sobey, 1969). Genetic variation,
which is latent in one régime, is exposed and used by selection in a second,
until eventually the genotype achieves expression in the first.
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In the second set of conditions, the character is expressed in both
environments but to a different degree. Genetic advance will be most
rapid when selection differential x heritability is greatest. If the genotype
to be selected is less well expressed in the environment in which it is to
be used, its genetic advance will be more rapid when it is selected in the
other. Hammond's idea will apply whenever heritability is highest in
populations whose phenotypic variance is highest. Heritability by itself
may be no guide to the outcome. Variances may differ in the two environ-
ments for both genetic and environmental reasons. It is quite possible for
heritability to be less and total variance more in one environment in such
a way that selection differential x heritability is greater in the environment
in which heritability is less.

In Daday et al. (bc. cit.), differences in heritability are positively associated
with those in total phenotypic variance: this shows that higher heritabilities
are due (inter alia) to higher genetic variance. This finding seems to
strengthen optimistic forecasts for the achievement of the aims of Hammond's
recommendations; however, it also indicates that some of the alleles selected
for are not expressed in the poorer environments. This suspicion is an
additional indication of the need for a more detailed biometrical analysis
of the material from which the genetic correlations (Daday et al., bc. cit.;
Daday, 1965) were obtained, an analysis which, it is hoped, will be published
shortly elsewhere.

Conclusions to be drawn from statistical analyses depend upon the
observable metric being an expression of substantially the same phenotype
in the two environments. Resistance to avirulent viruses must imply
resistance to virulent ones. There must be sufficient in common between
the two phenotypes determining the metric for selection in one environment
to be relevant to expression in the other. This point was brought out by
Falconer and Latyszewski (1952) and by Stino and Washburn (1973).
Falconer and Latyszewski selected for growth rate on restricted ad libitum
feeding. Their experiments could be interpreted as having selected for
appetite on one diet and efficiency of food utilisation on the other. The
latter proved of use in increasing growth rate on restricted diets, the former
was quite ineffective in improving growth rate on restricted diets. It would
be fallacious to take this as a refutation of Hammond's idea, since it is clear
that selection has not been for one character in two environments but for
two characters, one in one and one in the other. It is a demonstration of
the danger of assuming that a given metric, in this case weight, is the same
thing physiologically in all circumstances.

A further complication has been suggested by Jinks and Connolly (1973)
who have brought forward evidence to show that "up" selection in a good
environment will not exclude genes sensitive to a bad environment whereas
up selection in a bad environment will. Hence up selection in a good
environment and down selection in a bad one will tend to give rise to lines
more sensitive to environmental change than down selection in a good and
up selection in a bad environment.

It is apparent that the practical breeder must not be given any advice
with the suggestion that it is universally applicable. He must be encouraged
to observe and analyse each case on its merits, understand the physiology
behind the metric he uses and choose the most appropriate selection technique
for the character he wants to change.
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PRECURSORS AND GENETIC CONTROL OF PIGMENTATION
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SUMMARY

Anthocyanidins have been synthesised in various acyanic genotypes of
Antirrhinum majus following the administration of three dihydroflavonols.

1. INTRODUCTION

THE pathway of biosynthesis of fiavonoids is now believed to be that outlined
in fig. 1 (Harborne, 1967; Grisebach, 1972). The first flavonoid formed
from cinnamic acid derivatives is fiavanone (dihydroflavone). Introduction
of an hydroxyl group in the 3-position gives the fiavanonol (dihydrofiavonol),
which it is postulated rearranges to the flavenol, and this, by losing an
OH—, can form anthocyariidin. Flavone and fiavonol can be formed by
oxidation of the corresponding dihydro-compounds. Flavanone can also
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